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ABSTRACT 

In this talk I will ask some questions, present some theory, show the 
results of some calculations, and give some answers. Much of what I h^ve to 
say will be a report on recent work done jointly with Gy. Bencze, C. Chandler, 
JiL. Friar, and G.L. Payne. They have contributed the major portion of this 
work, and I thank them for allowing me to present it. I am especially indebted 
to Colston Chandler whose expert guidance and inspiration has been a great 
source of pleasure to me for the past 15 years. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
В настоящей статье будут заданы вопросы, представлены некоторые теории 

и результаты расчетов, а также даны ответы на заданные вопросы. Это - соб
ственно говоря - отчет о работе, проведенной совместно с Д. Бенце, К. Ченд-
лером, Дж.Л. Фраером и Г.Л. Пейном.Они внесли огромный вклад в осуществле
ние этой работы и я признателен им за их согласие опубликовать полученные 
результаты. Я особенно благодарен Кольстону Чендлеру, который, являясь на
учным руководителем данной темы, эа последние 15 лет был главным вдохновите
лем нашей работы. 

KIVONAT 

Jelen előadás némi elméletet és numerikus eredményeket ismertet; felvet 
néhány kérdést és néhányra válaszol is. Az anyag nagy része Gy. Bencze, 
С Chandler, J.L. Friar ée G.L. Payne közreműködésével végzett munka eredménye. 
A munka jelentős része a felsoroltak érdeme, és jelen szerző hálás nekik azért, 
hogy б adhatta elő. Különösen hálás С Chandlernak az elmúlt 15 év során ta
núsított inspiráló együttműködéséért. 



In this talk I «ill ask tome question», present tome theory, sko« the results of м а е 
calculations, and pre aome answers. Muck of «kat I кате to any «ill be a report OB 
recent work done jointly with Gj. Beacse, С Chandler, J. L. Friar, and G. L. Payne. 
They кате contributed the major potion of the work, and 1 tknnk them for allowing me 
to present it. I am especially indebted to Cobtoa Chandler «kose expert guidance and 
inspiration has been a great source of pleasure to me for tke past 16 year». 

1. Boms Questions. 

I «odd like to discuss the problem of ho« the scattering amplitude Ьекатеа at km 
energies «hen the potential of the interaction is the sum of a repulshre Coulomb potential 
and another potential, such as a polarisation potential, «hieb does not decrease exponen
tially at infinity. Proton-deuteron elastic scattering ь a simple nonrelatiristic problem 
«hick has potentials of this typ* For auch a problem, «hat b a proper definition of 
weltering length, and ho« sbouk* t go »bout calculating it? 

There Ьате been t«o recent calculations of the p -d doublet and quartet scattering 
lengths using local potentials and the differential form of the Faddeer equations [1,2]. 
These calculations produced Talues «hick, especially for the doublet scattering, were 
different from the experimental Tabes and тегу different from each other (3, Section 15, 
Table 2]. Why are tkese results so different? 
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The situation became even more confusing at last year's ГХ. European Conference on 
Few-Body Physics in Tbilisi, USSR, when A. A. Kvitsinskii and S. P. Merkuriev reported 
numerical results [4] which showed that the standard definition of a Coulomb-modified 
scattering length gives minus infinity! It was, in fact, argued twenty years ago by Ft. O. 
Berger and L. Spruch [5] that this scattering length was infinite. If this is true, then can 
it be rigorously proved that this scattering length is infinite? 

When the Coulomb interaction is present, and when the remainder of the interaction 
decays exponentially at infinity, the problem is 'veil understood. Indeed, there exists an 
analytic effective-range expansion in the energy variable for the phase shift ([в] and refer-
ences cited therein). Consequently, the limit of this expansion is well behaved as the 
energy approaches icro, and this limiting value is the negative reciprocal of the 
Coulomb-modified scattering length. 

If the behavior of the scattering amplitude is different when the remainder potential 
does not decrease exponentially, then is there a problem with the scattering length calcu
lations of [1,2]? What have these people actually calculated? Mso, what are the experi
mentalists rcnlly measuring? These questions were the source of considerable lively dis
cussion at the Tbilisi conference (3]. 

1. Some Theory. 

In order to simplify the analysis as much as possible, let us consider the scattering of 
two distinguishable spinless particles with charges of the same sign. We will also assume 
the absence of «cro-energy resonances and zero-energy bound states. It is well known 
that at low energies the s-wave (/=0) partial scattering amplitude dominates the scatter
ing amplitude. For this reason, and for simplicity of notation, we will consider only s-
wave scattering in the following. Our methods, however, apply equally well for all values 
of/. 

Consider the s-wave (three-dimensional) radial Schrodinger equation for two particles 
interacting with the central potential V(r) 

u" + \k2 - V(r))u *m 0 . (1) 

We »hall »appose that the potential V(r) is a sum of three terms 

V(r) - V'{r) + Vtr{r) + V(r) . (2) 
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Hei« 

V'(r) = ^ , (3) 
r 

with Л a positive constant, is a repulsive Conlomb potential. V (r) is a long-range 
(polarization) potential satisfying 

j f r f r r l V ' H l < oo . (4) 

If, for example, Vtf{r) = 0(r" w) with m > 2 as r - • oo and with m < 2 as 
г —» 0, then condition (4) is satisfied. V*r(r) is a short-range (exponentially decaying) 
potential satisfying 

JT* rfr r| V ( r ) I + Г it <*'| V"(r)l < oo (5) 

for some /?,6 > 0. It is desirable to include the "short-range" part of Vlr with V". 
Therefore, wc define 

and 

Í 0 , г < R\ 

/ Vl'(r) , г < R\ 

(ö) 

(7) 

for some cutoff radius /? > 0. Then 

V'(r) = V'(r) + V ( r ) + V"(r) (8) 

is a decomposition of the total potential V into its Coulomb, polarization, and strong 
parts. We note that the potentials Vp(r) and V'[r) also depend upon R, but the 
dependence on R will be suppressed in the notation of this paper. 

Let us consider different possibilities for V = V[r). 

2.1 V a V е . 

If only the Coulomb potential V ( r ) is present, then the regular solution Fe{k,r) 
asd irregular solution Gc(k,r) of the s-wave radial Scbrodinger equation (1) are well 
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known [7]. They ha»e the asymptotic form» 

Fe[k,r) - sin \ ( * , 0 , »nd Ge(k,r) -» cos x(*,r), (9) 

respectively, where 

X (*,r) =kr- ~ln(2Jtr) + 5' , (10) 

and 

6< =6é= »rgrjl + -£ ) (11) 

is the »-trove CWomft pAe»e «Ai/( (normally denote«! by Oc). 

2.2 V = V е" ~ V е + V . 

Suppose that only the Coulomb and strong interactions are present. The division of 
the total potential Vе* into the two pieces Vе and V induces a corresponding division 
of the s-wave phase shift b" into two pieces [7,8] 

6" = «< + 6'* , (12) 

where 0* •* is the phase shift relative to the Coulomb phait shift f>e. Tbe limit 

• ' • ' == !im - , (13) 
*-o ke2[k) 

then exists since V*(r) decays exponentially (в], and at,$ is called the Coulomb-modified 
scattering length. Here e[k) is the Coulomb penetration factor defined by 

C2(k) = r ~ . (11) 
*(«*x/* - 1) 

Furthermore, 

*'•' - mr, • "•> 
where 

.00 
K 0 s f drG'ir)V{r)F"{r) , (16) 
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/ , 0 ~ / о < /гГ(г)Г(г)Г(г) , (17) 

Fr(r) == lim \кс{к)]1Ге{к,г) , (18) 

( / > ) = lim c(*)G' r (t ,r) , (19) 

f'"(r) = lim [kc{k)\lFf^k,r) , (20) 

t— 0 

and Fr'(k,r) is the regular solution of equation (1) with V = Vе'. 
2.3 V --. V r f == V + VP. 

Suppose lhat only V = 0 in equation (8). I>enote the regular and irregular solu
tions of equation (1) by Fep[k,r) and (!ep[k,r), rrspftivcly. Let 

brp = bf + bfp (21) 

driiote the long-range /'Алле shift. In th:,< rase, it is *asy to express tan bf'p as a quo
tient of two integrals and to show that tan brp —» 0 as к —» 0. However, tan 6f,p 

don not converge exponentially to 7cro. In 19Ar> R. (). Berger and b. Spruch used a Born 
approximation to show the convergence is O(Jt') as к —» 0 (Г»J. It follows that 

a(p ~ lim — - Í Ü - , со , (22) 
*-o kr2(k) 

i.e., this limit dors not exist. 

2.4 V = V r + V е , Vf" = V»' + V». 

Now suppose that all three of the potentials on the right side of equation (8) are 
nonzero, and Vp is included with V in the perturbation V". The total »-wave phase 
•diifl Л ~ bep$ then ilecomposes as 

bfp* = V + b('p> , (23) 

vli'-re bep$ is the phase thift relative to the pure Coulomb phate shift be. Then 

tan br'pt 

o'.v == ]im -ÜÍIL£ « oo , (21) 
*-o Дгг2(Аг) 
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i.e., the limit dors not «ist. This result was conjectured by Bergrr »ml Spmrb [5]. 
Numerical evidence tbat the limit in equation (24) is minus infinity has recently been 
given in |4,9,10]. A rigorous analytical proof has recently been obtained by Gy. Bencze 
and С Chandler [11]. Their proof is based on the variable phase approach (12,13] *o 
solving equation (1). 

2.5 V = V»» + V». 

Finally, suppose that the potentials V'f(r), Vf{r), and V'(r) in equation (8) are all 
nonzero, but Vf is combined with Vе so that the perturbation potential is only the 
exponentially decaying potential V . Let 6ep'* denote the pkate «Ai/f relative to the 
long-rangt phase $hijt 6tp. Then the total s-wave phase shift 6ep$ is the sum 

F* = fF* + 6e>'9 . (25) 

I .et the long-range-modified scattering length atf'* be defined by 

-tan 6*?'* 
a*r,* = l im- i^S^ . (26) 

*-o kc*[k) 

It has recently been proved by Gy. Bencte, C. Chandler, J. L. Friar, A. G. Gibson, and 
G. L. Payne |Q] tbat the limit in equation (20) exists for potentials satisfying equations (3) 
- (!>). Furthermore, 

a<?>» = 2 (27) 
(1 +A0)\l +A0 + С0а") 

where 

A0 = £drG'(r)V'ir)F"tr), (28) 

Co - £ *r G4r)V>ir)G"{r). (29) 

Mere Gc(r) is defined by equation (10), F*(f) is defined by equation (18) with Fe{k,r) 
replaced by F''(k,r), and G">(r) is defined by equation (1») with G'{k,r) replaced by 
(!'F(k,r). The proof of equation (27) uses methods similar to, bat different in some 
important respects from, those of S. Klanfeld (14] to obtain upper bounds for integrals of 
a product of two wave functions and a potential. It is also abown in (0) that the relative 
error He"'' - ae'*)/aep,0\ approaches tero as the cutoff radius Я -» oo. This means 
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that the omission of the polarisation tail V p(r) will give a good result in the sense of 
email relative error, provided only that the cutoff radius R is chosen large enough. This 
is true even though the quantities a**'* and a f •' are each going to infinity as R —» oo. 

2. Some Calculations. 

In order to test and illustrate the theoretical results, numerical solutions of equation 
(1) for a two-body model problem have been made in three different «ays [0]. The model 
problem uses V — Vе + Vlr + V", where V"r(r) is the Malfiiet-Tjon IV potential 
and V"(r) is Щг4) as r — oo. 

ae'P* 

A -

0 
2 X I Ö 4 

MT- Ш 

4X10" 
_J__. 

6X10 
. -4 

8x'0 
- 4 

Figure Í. a'•» v$. k7 by Method 1. 

(1). In the first method, it is assumed that there we functions u{k,r) and b{k,r) 
such that the solution *{k,r) and its partial derivative vr(k,r) are of the forms 

u{k,r) - blk,r)\F4k,r) - «(*,г)<7«(*,г)) (30) 

and 
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шг(к,г) _ ft(*(r)TO*.r) - «(*,г)СЛ*,г)) , (31) 

respectively. Taking o(*r,0) = 0 and b(k,0) = 1, the functions o(k,r) sod b[k,r) 
are computed for a fixed t > 0 using the method of variable phase [12,13]. For 7 
raflkientlj large й{к,7) becomes constant, and the value of this constant is used as an 
approximation to a(/b,oo). By repeating the calculation for a mesh of k* values, the 
function ue,f$(k2) is plotted in Figure 1, where 

ke^k) ke2{k) 
(32) 

Thb function b approaching ue,ft = -00 as it2 —• 0 and, hence, numerically verifies 
thai the Coulomb-modified scattering length does not exist. 

(2). The second method computes solutions for Ar3 = 0 by replacing Fe(k,r) and 
Ge{k,r) in equation (30) by their limits Fe[r) and Ge{r) defined in equations (18) and 
(10), respectively, and similarly replacing the partial derivatives in equation (31). The 
functions a(0,r) and b(0,r) are computed using the method of variable ph-̂ e with 
«(0,0) s 0 and 6(0,0) as 1. The dashed line in Figure 2 is a graph of 
ae'f(r) s e(0,r) and ae,pe{r) is approaching йе,р* = -oo as r - • oo. 

(9 z 
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Figure t. Severing length п. г by Methods t §ni 9. 
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(3). The third method again computes solutions for it2 = 0. But functions Ftp(r) 
and Gep(r) are first obtained by solving numerically the equation 

«" (r) - [Ve{r) + V,r{r)\v(r) = 0 . (33) 

Fep(r) and Gep(r) ai * the solutions of equation (33) which are normalised as r - • oo 
by 

[2>/х7/,(2л/х7)]- |/ , с»'(г)-1 and ( 2 > Д 7 А ' , ( 2 > / Х Г : ) ] - | С ( Г ) — 1 , (34) 

respectively, where Ix and K\ are modified Bcssel functions. The matching in equations 
(34) was made numerically at r •= 2,000 fermi. The variable phase method was then 
used to determine a(0,r) and 6(0,r) as in Method (2), but with Fep(r) and Gep(r) and 
their derivatives replacing Fe{r) and Ge{r) and their derivatives, respectively. The 
solid line in Figure 2 is a graph of atp,$(r) ~ a(0,r). The value of atp,'(r) remains at 
the constant value 4.16 for all values of r > 15 which were computed, and the compu
tation was carried out to 2,500 fermi! Tbe number 4.10 has no physical significance for 
this model problem. 

4. Some Answers. 

We conclude that the value of the "scattering length" depends to a large extent oo 
how the potentials in equation (8) are partitioned. If the perturbation potential is the 
exponentially decreasing potential V*, then both of the quantities ae,t and aep,t exist 
and are candidates for л scattering length. On the other hand, if the polarization tail Vp 

is included with V in the perturbation potential Vpt, then ac,p* does not exist. 

We believe that the hnprange-modified scattering length aep'* is the proper quantity 
to use in defining a scattering length. It is apparent from the numerical calculations that 
aep,t is tbe scattering length obtained by extrapolation to tero energy from energies of 
several hundred kilovolts. It is, therefore, aep,t that is to be compared with tbe experi
mental scattering lengths (cf. (3] and references cited therein). 

We also see from the two-body model calculations [4,9,10] that ae,pt should be a good 
approximation to aep'' if It is cboren to be some value between 50 and 100 fenni, or the 
energy E is ehosen to be some value larger than 12 keV. 

We have learned that th? relative error of a'*' with respect to atp,t approaches eero 
as tbf screening radius R approaches infinity. The calculations suggest, however, that 
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the absolute error is approaching infinity as R approaches infinity. The recent two-body 
calculations [4,0,10] also indicate that it is necessary to integrate out to at least 140 
fermi, the classical turning point at 10 keV, in order for the divergence of •'•"• to be 
noticed in a computation of «'••. 

It b not so easy to say why the calculations [1,2] produced p-4 scattering length 
•aloes which are so different. The calculation (1) need a tkree-boig analog of Method (2). 
The calculation [2] (see abo [15]) used a fUMi-fwv-eWf approach since the effect due to 
Tirtual deuteron breakup [10] was not included. The calculation was made with к* > 0 
and afterwards an extrapolation (MetLod (1)) to lero energy was made. Some polariza
tion effects were ignored in both of the calculations [1] and [2]. A recent tkrce-boiy calcu
lation using the quasi-partkle method and extrapolation (an analog of Method (1)) by G 
H. Berthold and H. Zankel [17] produced scattering length Tallies which are in close 
agreement with [1]. 

It b clear that more thrrc-boág calculations with Coulomb plus polarization potentials 
need to be made. If an analog of Method (1) b used, then the effects of the polarisation 
potential and any possible b ind state poles in the scattering amplitude must be care
fully taken out before the extrapolation b performed. If an analog of Method (2) or 
Method (3) b used, then the equations should be integrated out to approximately 150 
fermi in order to be confident that one has a good approximation to aef,$. 
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